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Welcome 
to the new era.
Welcome to the fascinating, pioneering world of Fullwood.

Pioneering runs in Fullwood’s blood. From generation to generation, always 

with a � nger on the pulse, looking for innovative solutions. No-nonsense 

solutions, which both the professional dairy farmer and his cows really bene� t 

from. Over the years, Fullwood has become an all-embracing synonym for 

integrated, advanced pro� table farming.

With the Fullwood Merlin robot a new reality was brought to life, with a very 

promising future. But Fullwood did not rest on its laurels and went on with 

inexhaustible strength. It kept on exploring the boundaries and found the 

new dimensions for the development of the automatic milking system of the 

next generation. Fullwood M²erlin, exceptional performances on an economic, 

ergonomic and ecological level.

Options and specifi cations
The new Fullwood M2erlin is available in three speci� cations: from the entry-level 

M2 Essential, to the mid-range M2 Extended and advanced M2 Expert.  Each version 

is available with a different range of features, ensuring there is a Fullwood M2erlin to 

suit your herd’s speci� c requirements and your budget.



CRATE MATERIAL STAINLESS STEEL

MILKING POSITION Left-handed OPTION

Right-handed OPTION

STRAIGHT ENTRY  OPTION

SIDE ENTRY  OPTION

STRAIGHT EXIT  STANDARD

TWIN EXIT -

FEED INLETS 1 STANDARD

2 -

3 -

Liquid feed DEALER FIT ONLY

COW ID SYSTEM Ear/neck tag STANDARD

Pedometer -

HERD MANAGEMENT 
INTERFACE (HMI)

STANDARD

MERLIN VIEW UPGRADE

ELECTRIC COW EXPELLER STANDARD

FULLQUEST -

CRYSTALAB -

ACID CLUSTER FLUSH -

POWER SUPPLY 1-phase OPTION

3-phase OPTION

VARIABLE RATE MILK PUMP STANDARD

TWIN ENTRY GATE OPTION

Fullwood M2erlin’s unique design allows cows to 

enter the milking crate via either a straight or side 

entry gate for improved cow � ow. 

HMI

Fullwood M2erlin’s new Herd Management 

Interface (HMI) allows users to access key data via 

a full-size touch-screen panel on the robot. 

Information such as milk � ow, milk yield and heat 

activity can easily be viewed without having to 

return to the farm of� ce.

FEED INLETS

Equipped as standard with one feed inlet.

STRAIGHT ENTRY

Cows enter from the rear of the robot.

SIDE ENTRY

Cows enter from the side of the robot.

OPTIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS

M2ESSENTIAL: SPECIFICATION & OPTIONS


